
Home Office Solutions



Working at your kitchen table 
not cutting it anymore? Need to 
upgrade? Neutral Posture has 
everything you need to create the 
ideal home office.

Knomi®
Refresh your space. With its 
modern profile and innovative 
design, the Knomi is sure to add 
that style you’ve been wanting 
without compromising comfort. 
Its mesh back provides breathable 
support while its unmatched 
adjustability allows for all-day 
comfort.

Standard Desk

Knomi
Upholstered Seat

Standard Table
Tapered Leg



Looking to incorporate a 
healthier way to work in your 
home office? Embrace the sit/
stand revolution. Incorporate 
healthy movement into your 
workday with our electric height 
adjustable table. With a 26" range 
of adjustment, it provides an easy 
solution to sitting and standing 
while working from home.

Benefits of Using a Sit/Stand 
Workstation
• Reduce the risk of heart 

disease by nearly 30%
• Reduce the risk of 

diabetes by 94%
• Reduce the risk of stroke by 20%
• Lose up to 20 lbs in a year

Ulius®
Ulius is a visual expression 
of Italian design and lavish 
comfort. With sleek clean lines 
and a curvaceous profile, the 
Ulius provides an exceptional 
experience at an attainable price.

Ulius
Mesh Back

Sit/Stand Table
Electric Height Adjustable

Electric Height Adjustable



In search of the ultimate sit/
stand desk? Then the stand-
biased solution is the option 
for you. A stand-biased desk 
is already at standing height. 
You simply raise your chair 
to match. The key is Neutral 
Posture’s patented NeXtep®, 
which provides a flat surface 
for your feet ensuring you are 
comfortable while you are sitting.

Benefits of Using a Stand-biased Desk
• Increase standing by 14% over 

other sit/stand desks

8000 Series
When nothing but the best 
will do. Engineered with deep 
ergonomic roots and comfort in 
mind, the 8000 Series is unrivaled. 
With advanced adjustment 
settings, infinite customization, 
and unparalleled support, no 
other chair can be personalized to 
fit your body this well. 

8000 Series
w/NeXtep®

Sit/Stand Table
Stand-biased

Stand-biased



Already have a desk for your home 
office? Want to convert it to a sit/
stand desk? With the StandUp X1, 
you can quickly and economically 
convert any existing desk into an 
effortless sit-stand workstation.

With a 13.8" height range, the 
StandUp X1 can accommodate 
a large variety of users and 
supports up to 35 lbs.

Icon®
In our modern world, working 
‘better’ means being smarter, 
adaptable, and more productive. 
Icon, from Neutral Posture, is the 
clean, elegant solution for task 
seating in today’s high functioning 
home office environment.

Convert to Sit/Stand

Icon
Removable 
Seat Cover

StandUp® X1
Covert any 
existing 
worksurface 
to an effortless 
sit-stand 
workstation



Desks/Worksurfaces

Standard Table
T Leg

Sit/Stand Table
Electric Height Adjustable

StanUp X1
Convert any existing worksurface to 
an effortless sit-stand workstation

Standard Table
O Leg

Sit/Stand Table
Stand-biased

Standard Table
Tapered Leg



Ulius
Mesh Back

Revo
Single Arm

Revo
Double Arm

Voyage
Double Arm

Voyage
Single Arm

5000 Series
The ultimate 
in comfort

Tall & Skinny
For those with 
long legs

Big & Tall
Supports users 
up to 500 lbs 
and/or 7 ft tall

Ulius
Fully Upholstered

8000 Series
The ultimate 
in comfort

XSM Series
Made to 
compliment 
petite users

Knomi
Upholstered Seat

Knomi
Mesh/Mesh

Icon
Removable 
Seat Cover

Seating/Lighting



Finishes

Sky White (200T) P1

Designer Beige (202T) P1 Brass (303) P2

Cream (201T) P1 Platinum (302) P2 Champagne (301) P2 Grey (203T) P1 Jet Black (204T) P1

Neutral Posture Standard Paint Finishes

Carded, Graded-in & COM Fabrics
Our well-considered collection 
of carded fabrics allows easy 
specification for diverse market 
segments. This collection includes 
clean, fresh textures and patterns, 
as well as vibrant pops of color.

If you wish to select fabric from 
an alternative source, we have 
graded-in programs with Carnegie, 
Designtex, Guilford of Maine, 
KnollTextiles, Luna, Maharam, Mayer, 
Momentum, Stinson and Victor.



Vapor Strandz L2

Biltmore Cherry L2

Linen L1

Organic Cotton L1

Grey Mesh L1

Forged Steel L2 Silver Alchemy L2

Fired Steel L2

Soft Gold Mesh L1 Sterling Ash L1

Mangalore Mango L1 Nickle Ev L1Casual Linen L1 Mission Maple L1

Empire Mahogany L2Asian Sand L2 Astro Strandz L2 Comic Strandz L2

Studio Teak L2Shaker Cherry L2

Wilsonart® Laminate
Neutral Posture has developed a 
materials program that allows easy 
specification of normally “custom-type” 
selections. By including the entire 
Wilsonart laminate offering in the price 
list, expressing yourself through color 
and texture has never been easier.

The Neutral Posture standard laminate 
offering includes 20 laminates with 
matching edge banding plus 9 
additional solid color edge band 
options. The entire Wilsonart line has 
been grouped into three pricing tiers - 
L1 standard, L2 premium and L3 virtual 
library - for easy specification and 
pricing.



Visit NeutralPosture.com or call 979.778.0502
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